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Eco-Shine Multi-Surface Polish 
 
2-in-1 New generation eco-friendly multi surface aerosol polish with built in air-
freshener with shining nourishing, and anti-dust agents for a longer lasting shine, better 
protection and lower cost in use. 

  

New Generation Formula:  

The Green Cabin Eco-Shine aerosol furniture and multi surface polish with air 
freshener is a new generation formula which is based on the latest and finest 
environmentally friendly ingredients which nourish, protect, polish and shine a much 
wider variety of everyday to distinct items. Eco-Shine furniture polish is formulated to 
add extra shine and take special care of most surfaces while removing dust, finger 
prints and built up grime. Dull surfaces are restored to leave a long-lasting shine and 
protection without wax build up, while remaining suitable for nearly every surface. 
 

Nourishes and Protects:  

The Green Cabin Eco-Shine’s highest quality ingredients are specially formulated to 
nourish, protect and leave a longer lasting high quality sheen – all at the same time. 
 

Keeps Dust Away:  

A beautifully polished and shined surface is quickly spoiled as dust quickly gathers and 
redeposits back onto the surface. Eco-Shine has a proprietary anti-static agent which 
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keeps dust redeposit up away for longer, reducing the time between surface polishing 
which saves costs. 
 

Lower Cost in Use: 

The Green Cabin Eco-Shine furniture polish is specially formulated with a much lower 
viscosity to easily and further spread across more surfaces adding substantial cost 
savings to everyday cleaning routines. Using less means saving more. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Special & Custom Fragrances: 

Freshen rooms and surfaces as you clean them. Eco-Shine furniture polish is available 
in the standard traditional fragrance options but now with designer fragrances with 
extra fragrance loading for a stronger and much longer lasting smell. Eco-Shine is also 
uniquely available with high end custom designer fine fragrances to uniquely define 
your company image. Smells Clean – Is Clean. 
 
 

Super-sized Refill 

The Green Cabin Eco-Shine is exclusively available in a new 45% larger refill. This 
extra-large industrial size refill is 400ml in size as opposed to traditional 275ml refills. 
This extra-large 400ml refill means the consumer market pays less for packaging – but 
gets more active ingredients. This also improves warehousing, logistics, stock holding, 
and on-site storage costs. 
 

Excellent For: 

✔ Wood  

✔ Melamine and Laminates 

✔ Stainless Steel 

✔ Granite & Marble 

✔ Glass 
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✔ Mirrors 

✔ Porcelain 

✔ Plastic 

✔ Leather   

✔ Dashboards & Detailing 

✔ Tyres 
 

The Proof is in the Testing:  

The performance of Eco-Shine speaks for itself. Test and compare The Green Cabin 
Eco-Shine aerosol furniture polish on a wide variety of surfaces. See the benefits and 
difference for yourself! 
 
 

Accreditation:  

The actives in The Green Cabin Eco-Shine are environmentally friendly and approved 
by the A.M.A. (Aerosol Manufacturer’s Assoc.) and manufactured in accordance with 
their standards under license. 
 
 
 
 
 

Recycling Of Eco-Shine:  

Eco-Shine is manufactured from tin-plated steel which is globally highly sought after 
by collectors and ultimately by recycling organisations such as Collect a Can, resulting 
in this being the most recycled material surpassing by far, glass, plastic, cardboard and 
other recyclable products. 
 

For Best Results:  

Use with The Green Cabin’s full range of bio-enzymatic products which benefit each 
other as you use them.  Save money and improve performance while reaping multiple 
benefits compared to traditional chemicals. Avoid using disinfectants and harsh 
chemicals, these kill our beneficial micro-organisms and harm the environment. 
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Packaging, Shelf Life, Storage 

Stable for 12 months at ambient temperature, out of direct sunlight. Available in 5L, 

25L & 1000L flow bins. Super concentrate available for simple self-manufacturing 

while saving greatly on shipping costs. 

 

 


